Prior to this work, all implementations of stack simulation
slow for highly-associative memories and traces with poor locality, as can be found in simulations of tile systems. We describe a new implementation of stack simulation where the rcfcrcnced block and its stack distance are found using a hash table rather than by traversing the stack. The key to this implementation is that designers arc rarely interested in a continuum of memory sizes, but instead desire metrics for only a discrete set of alternatives (e.g., powers of two).
Our experimental evaluation shows the run-time of the new implementation to be linear in address trace length and independent of trace locality. Kim, et al., [KHW91] present the results of this research in more detail.
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Introduction
Trace-driven simulation, the most commonly-used method for evaluating cache and memory system designs, can consume considerable computer resources, particularly when it is applied to highly-associative memories with traces having poor locality. A key approach to reducing these resource demands is to evaluate multiple alternative memories with a single pass through an address trace. In the next section we develop an implementation that uses hashing to achieve asymptotic running times that are independent of trace locality. We then present key results from our experimental evaluation.
Hashing-Based Implementation
Our implementation of stack simulation uses a hash table to find a reference in the stack. This implementation would be trivial, except that step FIND must also determine the block's stack distance in constant lime. One way to achieve this is to add a field to each block that stores its stack distance.
Doing this, however, would not improve asymptotic running time, because step UPDATE would now require an average of D updates per reference.
The key to our implementation is that designers are rarely interested in a continuum of memory sizes, but instead desire metrics for only a discrete set of alternatives (e.g., powers of two). Thus, we need only remember a block's stack distance at that coarse level. and therefore wc Its block is found by hashing (with 94 mod 32) through bucket 30.
Since the "distance" field for the block says ''2", the distance count for memory 2 must bc incremented to indicate a hit in memories 2 and larger, Finally, the discard pointer for memory 1 (all memories less than 2) must be moved up onc block, the discarded block marked out of memory 1, and block 94 moved 10 the top of the stack.
Discussion
We have implemented hashing-based and linked-list stack simulation in C and have evaluated them with some CPU address traces [BKW90]. We synthesized various mean stack distances using stack deletion [Smi77] . Results show that the performance of hashing-based stack simttlation is (1) insensitive to mean stack distance, and (2) faster than linked-list stack simulation for mean stack distances greater than five. Thus our implementation should be superior for disk and file-system traces, which have mean stack distances in the hundreds [Tho87] .
